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ABSTRACT
Medical data classification is a challenging problem in the data
mining field. It can be defined as the process of splitting (i.e., cate-
gorizing) data into appropriate groups (i.e., classes) based on their
common characteristics. The classification of medical data is a sig-
nificant data mining problem explored in various real-world ap-
plications by numerous researchers. In this research, we provide
a detailed comparison between several machine learning classifi-
cation approaches and explored their predictive accuracy on sev-
eral datasets. They include Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artifi-
cial Neural Networks (ANN), and Decision Trees (DT). The qual-
ity of the developed classifiers was evaluated using several criteria
such as Precision, Recall, and F-Measure. Several data set from the
UCI Machine Learning Repository (i.e., Pima Indians Diabetes and
the Breast Cancer Coimbra datasets) was used for this study. The
experimental results reveal that the ANN-based classifier was the
most accurate classification in all cases, with its ROC area being
the highest.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Medical Data Classification (MDC) has been a major area
of research with the growth of machine learning techniques. These
techniques develop learning models based upon gathered medical
datasets; thus, improving the quality of medical diagnosis. Medical
Data includes clinical measures coupled with environmental, so-
cial, and behavioral information that is important to the patient’s
wellness. Classification of medical data for error-free judgment
is a challenging field of research because the data is abundantly
large and complex in size. The classification of this medical data
is used in the process of clinical coding which transforms med-
ical procedures into a standardized coding system. This system
is universally utilized by healthcare providers, government health
programs, software developers, and other organizations. These or-
ganizations use these systems for a variety of applications in the
medical field which may include statistical analysis of diseases,
knowledge-based and decision support systems [1]. All this data

is collected, interpreted, and utilized when patients interact with
healthcare systems.
Diabetes refers to a group of diseases that affect how your body
uses blood sugar (glucose). Early detection and treatment of dia-
betes are important so that patients can begin to manage the disease
early and potentially prevent or delay serious disease complications
that can decrease the quality of life of a patient. This is important
because According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services approximately 5 million of the 18 million people with di-
abetes are unaware they have diabetes [2].
According to the American Cancer Society (ACS), Breast Cancer
is one of the most common cancers in women. 1 in 8 women in the
U.S. have the chance of developing breast cancer sometime in their
life and 1 in 36 women in the U.S. will die from breast cancer. Also,
according to Catherine Tuite, the Section Chief of Breast Radiol-
ogy at Fox Chase Cancer Center, “A heightened awareness of the
disease has led to a greater number of women being screened for
breast cancer which can catch the disease when it is most treatable.”
This is important because patients can experience better outcomes
as a result of early diagnosis, treatment options, and less extensive
surgery [3].
The ability of healthcare providers to efficiently supply not only
general services and information regarding a patient but also sta-
tistical analysis on healthcare issues and therapeutic measures is
crucial. Since the data is normally collected through the measures
of physician notes, laboratories, and other procedures the data be-
comes abundantly complex and contributes to poor clinical de-
cision making. These poor decisions cause errors that affect the
quality of services provided to patients. Medical data classifica-
tion has the potential to generate an efficient environment that can
significantly improve the quality of clinical decisions and enable
providers the ability to locate data efficiently for proper implemen-
tation.
The goal behind this work is to emphasize the need for Machine
Learning in the Health Care Field. Demonstrate the classification
capabilities of the Support Vector Machine, Artificial Neural Net-
work, and Decision Tree classification techniques on medical data.
As well as provide a comparison between the classification tech-
niques when classifying medical data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related
work in the area of medical data classification. In Section 6, we de-
scribe the classification software employed during the experiment.
Section 3 describes the classification techniques that were under
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study. Section 4 describes the evaluation metrics used to measure
the quality of the models. In Section 5, we describe each dataset
utilized during testing. Section 7 provides descriptions and visuals
for the results of the experiment. Finally, Section 8 describes the
conclusion summarizing all the findings within the research.

2. RELATED WORK
There have been numerous studies on the various performances of
the SVM, ANN, and Decision Tree-based approaches on medical
data for classification purposes. Decision Trees are a popular al-
gorithm because of their intelligibility and simplicity. This is a dia-
gram that uses nodes to represent a test on the dataset. There are nu-
merous decision tree algorithms but amongst the most well-known
include the C4.5 algorithm. An Artificial Neural Network is typi-
cally used for extracting knowledge from a dataset in the form of
rules such as clustering, regression, and classification [4]. Support
Vector Machine is a technique that uses kernel-based methods. This
approach finds a hyperplane within the data to locate support vec-
tors for linear classification [5].
The authors in [4] proposed medical data classification using the
J48 Decision Tree and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) algorithms.
The paper compares the performance of both algorithms against
the following datasets that were retrieved from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository: Balance-Scale, Diabetes, Glass, Lymphog-
raphy, and Vehicle. Using various accuracy measures they found
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) algorithm performed the best in most
cases for data classification. R. Chitra et al. [6] proposes medical
data classification using Neural Networks. The paper emphasizes
the importance of early detection of Heart Disease. Using various
accuracy measures they found that Neural Network algorithms are
good for disease prediction in the early stages of the disease. B.
Dennis et al. [7] proposed medical data classification based on an
Adaptive Genetic Fuzzy System (AGFS). The paper describes and
compares the difference between the AGFS system and current ex-
isting systems. Following the results, they found that the AGFS sys-
tem obtained better accuracy results when compared to the existing
systems. A. S. Galathiya et al. [8] proposed medical data classifi-
cation using Decision Trees. The paper compares the C4.5, C5.0,
and the ID3 algorithms on several medical datasets. Using vari-
ous accuracy measures they found that the C5.0 algorithm gives
sufficient classification in less computation time compared to the
other classifiers. S. Singaravelan et al. [5] proposed medical data
classification using the J48 and Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) algorithms. The paper compares the performance of both
algorithms against the following datasets that were retrieved from
the UCI Machine Learning Repository: Diabetes, Iris, Tic-Tac-Toe,
and Yuta-Selection. Using various accuracy measures they found
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm performed the
best in most cases for data classification.
M. L. Samb et al. [9] proposed a modified RFE-SVM based fea-
tures selection method for medical data classification. For improved
results, they combined the algorithm method with local search op-
erators. Using various accuracy measures, they found that the reuse
of features that were removed during the algorithm process im-
proved the classification results. S. Khanmohammadi et al. [10]
proposed a machine learning algorithm that could be used for de-
veloping clinical decision support systems (CDSS). Using vari-
ous accuracy measures, they concluded that SVM models were the
most desirable classification algorithms for developing clinical de-
cision support systems. Patricio et al. [11] proposed medical data
classification utilizing the SVM, logistic regression, and random
forest to develop a model that could be a measure for breast can-

cer. Utilizing the Breast Cancer Coimbra Dataset retrieved from the
UCI Machine Learning Repository, they found SVM-based models
allowed for the best predictor for breast cancer within patients.
D. Chicco and G. Jurman [12] proposed medical data classification
using the following machine learning algorithms: random forests,
decision trees, gradient boosting, linear regression, one rule, arti-
ficial neural networks, naı̈ve Bayes, SVM radial, SVM linear, and
k-nearest neighbors. After applying those algorithms against the
datasets they found the random forest was the best classifier. E.
Weitschek et al. [13] proposes that the main issue with medical data
classification is due to missing values, various measuring scales,
and data collection procedures. The paper describes the main chal-
lenge is retrieving relevant information from the abundant medical
data.

3. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Classification models have supervised learning methods imple-
mented to generate a set of rules to predict the values of attributes
for training and testing the dataset [14]. These models provide nu-
merous approaches and these approaches can learn from experi-
ence.

3.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Originating in the 1950s, the feed-forward neural network (FF-NN)
is a biologically intuitive classification algorithm inspired by the
structure of brain cells [15]. Neural Networks are comprised of a
vast number of neurons that work as a processing unit. The neurons
are in layers that have numerous neurons based on the complexity
of the classification model under study. Each layer is connected by
a link that has a selected weight. Weights determine the learning
experience a network has [16]. The weights are computed based
on a learning algorithm, with one of the most common being the
Backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm [17].
Each neuron in the network has an activation function ƒ. The Sig-
moid Activation and the Hyperbolic Tangent (tnh) are the most
common and are shown in Figure 1. Equation 1 shows the Sigmoid
activation function [18]:

ƒc() =
1

1+ ep(−)
(1)

Equation 2 shows the Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function:

ƒb() = tnh() (2)
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Fig. 1. a) Sigmoid ; b) Hyperbolic Tangent

Figure 2 shows a fully Connected two-layers Feedforward Network
model with input, hidden, and output nodes.
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Fig. 2. A Fully Connected Two Layer Feedforward Network

3.2 Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
In this research, we use the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) as the
learning algorithm for the Artificial Neural Network, which is pro-
vided by Weka [19]. The algorithm maps input data onto the ap-
propriate desired outputs. This network consists of an output layer,
input layer, and multiple trainable hidden layers consisting of per-
ceptrons and sigmoid nodes that are connected and interact to pro-
duce an output [4].
We can present the learning algorithm of the fully connected MLP
mathematically by Equation 3 [20]:

ŷ(t) = g[φ, θ]

= F







nh
∑
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W,jƒj
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j,φ +j,0
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(3)

where:
ŷ: Output Signal.
g: Function within the network.
θ: Parameters such as weights j,, and biases W,j.
Neural Networks can be trained for performance improvement.
Weights are adjusted until the output ŷ matches the input φ. Typi-
cally, this is achieved by training input/output pairs [21].

3.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Originating from Russia, the SVM is used to solve binary clas-
sification problems [22, 23]. The SVM shows a reasonable gen-
eralization performance in malware detection [24], stock market
prediction [25], Web page classification [26], manufacturing pro-
cess modeling [27], and diagnosis of sleep apnea [28]. The SVM
commonly uses numerical quadratic programming (QP) for classi-
fication and training the SVM is known to be slow especially when
dealing with large-sized problems [29].
The SVM learning process works as follows; η is the training ob-
servations where:

η = {(, y)| ∈ R, y ∈ {1,−1}}n=1 (4)

where y indicates the class where  is fitted. The SVM locates the
optimal hyperplane that separates the points having y = 1 from
those having y = −1. Equation 5 shows the hyperplane.

ƒ () =Tψ() + b (5)

Fig. 3. SVM Optimal Hyperplane [25]

Figure 3 describes the design of the optimal hyperplane within the
SVM. In the top section of the figure, the lines of separation be-
tween the data have small margins while in the lower section the
line of separation between the data has the maximum margins.
For the hyperplane to be drawn between the training examples, the
training data has to be linearly separable in the feature space of
ψ(). The SVM maps the training vector  using the function ψ
to find as many hyperplanes that maximize the margin. Kernel func-
tions K(, y) are functions that take input data and transform it for
processing [30]. When implemented the system only considers the
data instances that are close to the hyperplane which is referred to
as support vectors. In this research, we explore the use of the Poly-
nomial Kernel Function. Equation 6 illustrates the equation for the
Polynomial Kernel Function.

K(, y) = (γTy+ r)d > 0 (6)

where γ, r, and d are kernel parameters.

3.3.1 Sequential Minimal Optimization. In this research, we use
the Sequential Minimal Optimization (or SMO) as a learning al-
gorithm for the SVM, which is provided by Weka [19]. The SMO
algorithm trains a support vector classifier and is used within the
SVM to solve the numeric quadratic programming (QP) problem.
The SVM [31, 32] requires the solution of the QP problem:

Mnmze
∑N
=1

1
2 ||||

2

Sbject to y −Tψ()− b ≤ ε
(7)

Where  is the training sample and y is the target value. ŷis the
prediction values which is computed by Tψ() + b. ε is the
threshold parameter. To solve the QP problem the SMO algorithm
splits the problem up to avoid a time-consuming numerical QP op-
timization technique [5].
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3.4 Decision Trees
A Decision Tree is a classification technique that builds models that
are in a structure of a tree when applied to a dataset. This technique
breaks down a dataset into subsets until the full tree is developed.
The resulting tree structure consists of branches, a root node, de-
cision nodes, and leaf nodes. Branches depict one of the possible
alternatives or courses of action available at each node. A root node
is the highest node in the tree structure that depicts the best pre-
dictor. Decision nodes consist of multiple branches and leaf nodes
represent the classification of a decision [33]. Figure 4 illustrates
how a decision tree is constructed.

3.5 J48 Decision Tree
In this research, the J48 Decision Tree was utilized which is pro-
vided by Weka [19]. This Decision Tree is the java implementation
of the C4.5 algorithm. This algorithm is an Iterative Dichotomiser
3 algorithm extension that builds decision trees from the training
data. The algorithm utilizes entropy and information gain to build
the decision tree. By assessing the information gain and selecting
the variable that maximizes the information gain. This in turn min-
imizes the entropy and splits the dataset into groups for classifi-
cation. This splitting process ends when all instances in a subset
belong to the same class [33]. The pseudocode for the algorithm is
presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 C4.5 Algorithm Pseudo Code
procedure C4.5 ALGORITHM

Check for base case
For each feature f
Find Information Gain ’G’ by splitting based on f
Assume ƒbest is the attribute with the best gain ’G’
if ƒbest = ƒond then

Create Decision Node
Re-cure on the sub-lists and add children nodes
Repeat until all features are used

else
Stop (Best Tree Found)

Fig. 4. Decision Tree Model [34]

4. EVALUATION METRICS
Evaluation metrics are utilized to measure the quality of a model.
The metrics that were explored in this research to evaluate the per-
formance are as follows:

4.1 Precision
Equation 8 represents the equation for the Precision metric. This
metric informs the user of the proportion of prediction positives that
is truly positive. In medical terms, this measures the percentage of
people with a positive diagnostic test who have the disease. Lastly,
how often is the model correct, when the result of the test is yes?

Precson =
TP

TP+ FP
(8)

4.2 Recall
Equation 9 represents the equation for the Recall metric. This met-
ric informs the user of the proportion of actual positives that are
correctly classified. In medical terms, the proportion of patients that
have both the disease and a positive result in testing. Lastly, when
the answer is yes, how often does the model predict yes.

Rec =
TP

TP+ FN
(9)

4.3 F-Measure (F1 Score)
Equation 10 represents the equation for the F-Measure metric. This
metric maintains the balance between the recall and precision for
the classifier because it’s difficult to compare two models if there
wasn’t any balance. In other words, this is a weighted average of
the recall and precision values.

F1Score =
2(Precson)(Rec)

Precson+ Rec
(10)

4.4 ROC Curve
This curve is a graph that illustrates the performance ability of the
model at each classification threshold. To achieve this the curve
plots the True Positive Rate and the False Positive Rate at differ-
ent thresholds. And the area under the curve measures the perfor-
mance of each possible threshold. So, this curve can illustrate the
performance ability of the model during the entire experiment [35].
Figure 5 illustrates a ROC curve.

Curve.png

Fig. 5. ROC Curve

5. MEDICAL DATASETS
In this research, we utilized two UCI Machine Learning Repository
datasets [36]. Table 1 represents the datasets that were deployed.
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Table 1. Sample Datasets [36]
Dataset Instances Attributes Task Type

Pima Indians 768 9 Classification Multivariate
Breast Cancer 116 10 Classification Multivariate

5.1 Pima Indians Diabetes
This Dataset originates from the National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases [36]. The dataset contains 768
records of female patients that are at least 21 years old of Pima
Indian heritage. The purpose of this data is to predict whether a pa-
tient has diabetes based on the diagnostic measurements presented
[37].

5.2 Breast Cancer Coimbra
The Breast Cancer Coimbra Dataset [36] contains 116 clinical in-
stances in which 64 being patients diagnosed with breast cancer
and 52 being healthy patients. The purpose of this data is to indi-
cate the presence or absence of breast cancer based on predictors
and dependent variables. These predictors are data and parameters
that were gathered in routine blood analysis [11].

6. CLASSIFICATION SOFTWARE
In this research, we explored the use of WEKA, which is a Ma-
chine Learning Workbench. This is a toolkit that contains a wide
range of learning algorithms to identify information. Weka also has
visualization tools and graphical user interfaces for ease of access
and functionality [14]. Figure 6 illustrates Weka and its four main
interfaces.

Fig. 6. Weka Workbench [38]

—Explorer: This interface provides the user a method to operate
Weka interactively. Many tasks are completed within this inter-
face such as data visualization and preprocessing, simulations,
execution of classifiers, training, and testing the datasets. The re-
sults can be represented as simple statistics, textual and graphical
models, evaluation measures and predictions for each instance
[14].

—Experimenter: This interface provides the user a method to con-
struct machine learning experiments that can be saved and re-
peated for future instances and execute simulations. However,
there is no data visualization or pre-processing, and the ability
to train and test the datasets is limited. The results are typically
represented through tables in this interface [14].

—Knowledge Flow: This interface provides the user a method to
set up machine learning experiments. The results are obtained
through graphical representation of data [14].

—Simple CLI: This interface provides the user a method to op-
erate Weka within the command line for direct access to all of
Weka’s features and commands. The result representation within
this interface is similar to the explorer interface [14].

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment, We examined the performance of the SVM,
ANN, and Decision Tree-based classifiers against multiple datasets
to generate an overall accuracy comparison. The following tables
represent the individual accuracy measurements of a classification
model upon each dataset and the following figures are graphical
representations of their corresponding tables. The individual accu-
racy measurements include TP Rate, FP Rate, Precision, Recall,
F-Measure, and ROC Area. Once more, TP Rate measures how
often the model correctly predicts classifications. While FP Rate
measures how often the model incorrectly predicts classifications.
Precision measures how often the model is correct when predicting
positive patterns. Recall measures how often the model correctly
classifies positive patterns. F-Measure is the weighted average be-
tween the recall and precision metrics. Lastly, ROC Area is the area
represented by ROC curves, and it represents the performance abil-
ity of the model during the entire experiment. Each table and figure
gives an insight on the overall accuracy of each model as well as
illustrates how each classification model performed on each dataset
respectfully.

7.1 Classification Models for Pima Indians Dataset
Testing on the Pima Diabetes Dataset shows that the ANN-based
algorithm was the best predictor of how accurately it classified pa-
tients with or without diabetes. Table 2 shows the evaluation statis-
tics for each test on the Pima Diabetes Dataset. It also emphasizes
that the ANN-based algorithm contained the greatest ROC Area
during the entire test. This means that the ANN-based algorithm
shown the best predictive ability throughout the experiment.Figure
7 represents the Decision Tree and Figure 8 represents the Neural
Network developed during the experiment.

Table 2. Accuracy Measures on
Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset

Parameter DT SVM ANN
TP Rate .712 .775 .751
FP Rate .338 .341 .310
Precision .715 .772 .749
Recall .712 .775 .751
F-Measure .713 .763 .750
ROC Area .729 .717 .809

7.2 Classification Models for Breast Cancer Dataset
Testing on the Breast Cancer Dataset shows that the ANN-based
algorithm was the best predictor of how accurately it classified
patients with or without breast cancer. Table 3 shows the evalua-
tion statistics for each test on the Breast Cancer Dataset. It also
emphasizes that the ANN-based algorithm contained the greatest
ROC Area during the entire test. Meaning the ANN-based algo-
rithm showed the best predictive ability throughout the experiment.
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Fig. 7. Developed Tree for Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset

Fig. 8. Developed ANN for Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset

Figure 9 represents the Decision Tree and Figure 10 represents the
Neural Network developed during the experiment.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented our initial idea in exploring the use of
several machine learning classifiers to classify medical data. ANN,
SVM, and DT were adopted to classify a medical data set of Pima
Indians Diabetes and the Breast Cancer Coimbra datasets. Sev-
eral experiments were implemented to compare these algorithms to
get the best results. ANN shows better classification accuracy than

Table 3. Accuracy Measures on
Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset

Parameter DT SVM ANN
TP Rate .698 .741 .707
FP Rate .317 .271 .296
Precision .697 .741 .708
Recall .698 .741 .707
F-Measure .696 .740 .707
ROC Area .693 .735 .759

Fig. 10. Developed ANN for Breast Cancer Dataset

SVM and DT. We plan to extend this research to explore a possible
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Fig. 9. Developed Tree for Breast Cancer Dataset

hybrid ANN and metaheuristics search algorithm to enhance the
ANN classification accuracy.
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